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E

very year in July, St Andrew’s Junior College hosts its College Day. It was a
celebration with many facets: the celebration of success, the reunion of
old friends and the tribute paid to our school’s rich tradition. It also was, to me,
time travel.
The valedictory speech delivered by the former Student Council President
Elizabeth Lee Sin Ye recalled how the journey of our seniors was both fun and
gruelling, and it culminated in success – the best A-Level results ever in our
College’s history. And when the graduands went up on stage and the fruits of
their labour were publicly recognised, we were reminded of our Saints’ efforts
and accomplishments during the past year.
When the Guest-of-Honour, Mr Tan Ngiap Joo, reminisced about his days in
the school, the audience was brought back to a different SAJC (the school
had only just turned co-ed) set during a different time (the 1964 race riots). His
story was thought-provoking and earnest, and his insightful humour could put a
stand-up comedian to shame.
When Mr Yee Teck Peng went on stage to belt out the school song, he knew he
was a student once more; the emotion and passion he summoned captivated
and enthralled the whole Cultural Centre. The supporting choir of students and
Old Boys from various generations, despite their apparent differences in age,
had an unmistakeable air of familial comradeship.
Therefore, College Day, as a time machine sustaining memory and sentiment,
very essentially reminded us of what we have been, currently are, and always
will be. We are Saints, we are one family, unbroken.
By Tran Hao Triet (12A08)
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Teachers’ Day Celebrations
T

eachers’ Day this year was, without a doubt, one of the most
memorable ones in the College. The celebrations kicked
off with a concert in the Cultural Centre organised by the
36th Student Council, where technology and arcade games
were creatively brought to life to portray teachers as guiding
ﬁgures of our educational journey, similar to that of an NPC
(Non-player Character) in video games. The skit was woven
together with many nail-biting scenes, with the climax being
the dance, which incorporated intense and visually arresting
ﬁghting moves. Other highlights of the concert included a
variety of student performances – a band who performed an
upbeat Maroon 5 medley which really got the crowd going, a
duo who charmed the audience with their acoustic rendition
of ‘It’s Time’ by Imagine Dragons, a break-dancing crew who
performed jaw-dropping stunts, and many other exquisite acts
by our very own talents here in SAJC, including Leonard Lim,
a ﬁnalist in Mediacorp’s Campus Superstar. Aside from the
incredible energy and laughter during the programme, there
were several tear-jerking moments where class dedication
videos were played, showing the depth of appreciation students
had for their teachers.

In addition to the concert, Saints
participated heartily in the
Teacher’s Day class picnics held
in the Hall, which saw teachers
and students bonding over
interactive games on stage.
It was a truly enjoyable time
of bonding between teachers and students as
they chatted over a variety of delectable snacks! The activities
came to a close with a mass All Children Simultaneously Exercising
Day (ACES Day) dance, led by the SAJC Dance Society.
All in all, the day was ﬁlled with high levels of enthusiasm and
cheer as we gathered to celebrate the efforts of our beloved
teachers at SAJC. Although the programmes of the day could
barely measure up to the sacriﬁces our teachers have made for
us, the 36th Student Council hopes that our efforts would convey
our deepest appreciation for all their contributions towards our
educational journey here in SAJC.
Happy Teacher’s Day! Up and on!
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By Neo Jia Jing (13A01)

St Andrew’s Hall
First Anniversary Dinner

A

fter a year of journeying together as one Saints family, the boarders at
St Andrew’s Hall came together on 25 August to commemorate the
ﬁrst anniversary of the Hall, along with Singapore’s 48th National Day, in one
grand and unforgettable celebration.
About 500 guests and boarders assembled at the Multi-Purpose Hall of St
Andrew’s Hall on that balmy Sunday evening, where we were treated to
not only a generous spread of sumptuous food, but also inspirational talks,
good music and many enthralling dance performances.
The event kicked off with the singing of the Hall Hymn, which has become
for boarders a beloved St Andrew’s Hall tradition. We sang the hymn with
much gusto on this momentous occasion, for it marked a year since the
opening of the Hall, and reminded us collectively of the many memories
we had forged during our stay since. We also joined in the catchy tunes of
‘One Singapore’, the 2013 National Day song, to commemorate the birth
of Singapore, a place we had taken to calling home upon our arrival from
various distant lands.
We were delighted to have different distinguished speakers, such as
Reverend Michael Teh, share with us various words of wisdom and
encouragement, to motivate us as we geared up for the national exams.
Besides the inspiration to do well in school, we also felt challenged to better
the lives of others by becoming better people ourselves.
Fellow saints then presented a short video that chronicled the day-to-day
life in St Andrew’s Hall – a nostalgic trip down memory lane as we saw
snapshots of Hall events, as well as the more mundane yet memorable
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encounters, all of which make up the sum of the
life we had grown to love at the Hall.
As the sun set, the multi-purpose hall was turned
into an evening extravaganza that showcased
the vast repertoire of talents within the Saints
community. Some of the impressive performances
included the appearance of Chinese and
Vietnamese students Le Quang Quan and Nguyen
Xuan Thuy, who performed a powerful duet,
enchanting the audience with melodious voices
that complemented each other’s brilliantly. Li
Ganlin and Wang Siyan, also sang while performing
on the guitar and violin respectively, showing
enviable musical artistry. We also witnessed a
creative foot-tapping song performed by two
fellow saints, Bagus and Diyo, and an enrapturing
dance by Adhyanta Rahma, Sherly Amelia, Marsel
Mauricius, M Adib Farrasy and Oliver Phoa. The
show ended with a bang as members of the Hose
House, the house that was in charge of organising
the Hall dinner, took to the stage and performed a
group dance to PSY’s new hit, ‘Gentleman’! Their
sporting performance was met with wild cheers
from the audience.
When the performances came to an end, we
helped ourselves to the delectable dinner that
was prepared for us, mingling heartily with friends
old and new, cherishing the once-in-a-lifetime
experience at our home away from home.
By Ayush Chattoraj

Drama Club’s Annual Production

“One Year Back Home” by Robert Yeo
O

n 10 and 11 May 2013, the Drama
Club staged Robert Yeo’s “One Year
Back Home”. The play, set in the political
climate of Singapore in the 1970s, tells of
the importance of having a cause and
being committed to it.
It was a long and tiring journey for all
of us, students and teachers alike, but
all of us have gained so many precious
memories and valuable experiences.
We began working on the play in
February, after a long casting process
that saw many auditions held for both
J2s and J1s, fresh from recently joining
the College. Rehearsals were arduous.
We stayed back late in school, and
some of us felt the effects keenly from
stress and fatigue, but we persevered
as an ensemble and covered for each
other when help was needed. We were
honoured to have the playwright join us
for a rehearsal, and we were privileged
to have him share his thoughts and

experiences of the play he had written
so many years ago.
Two days before the ﬁrst show, we
“bumped in” to theatre and essentially
went into “overdrive”. The four days
we spent in theatre were probably
more demanding than the weeks of
rehearsals. We worked from 8.15am to
6.30pm, with breaks only at meal times
and in between runs. Everyone, crew
and cast, demonstrated discipline and
focus. I was very encouraged to see my
fellow actors and crew-members press
on through their physical discomfort to
get the job done while the rest of us threw
our support behind them. The Drama
Club is an ensemble, and we achieved
success as a team. While we may not
have sold-out every performance, we
know that we put in our best at each
performance. We are gratiﬁed to know
that we performed for our audiences not
just an entertaining night’s show but also
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a thought-provoking one.
My
own
experience
has
been
tremendous. I gained not just technical
skills related to acting but, perhaps
more importantly, ‘soft skills’ relating to
teamwork. I learnt that although there
are major or minor characters in a play,
everyone involved in a production has
an equal role to play. The actors cannot
function without the crew, and vice
versa. Working on this production also
gave us stronger friendships with our clubmates. It brought strangers together, and
now we are all close friends and we can
count on each other. Without a doubt,
I am now more acquainted with the
workings of theatre and performance,
but more importantly, I have made
friendships that I know will last a long time
to come.
By Isabelle Ng (12A06)

Eileen Chong

Poetry Reading by

S

t Andrew’s has a tradition of producing
great writers and poets such as
Catherine Lim and Arthur Yap, a tradition
conﬁrmed again as we welcomed to
our school award-winning poet Eileen
Chong, a SA alumni from 1997-98, who
has just published her collection of
poems, ‘Burning Rice’’.
Hearing Ms Chong, a self-described
lyrical poet, read out her poems brought
new life and depth to them. Despite
saying that writing is a “confronting and
vulnerable place”, she was not afraid to
share the experiences behind her poems
or crack jokes about herself. The students
in the room greatly beneﬁtted from her
generous sharing about her experiences
and advice on how to write. It was an
engaging and fun-ﬁlled session that all
enjoyed.
For Ms Chong, there is no right way
to write except your own way. As a
student, she excelled at English and
Literature. However, it was only during
her Masters studies at Sydney University
that she started writing poetry and
realised that she was a poet. Even
then, she had to let go of everything
she learnt about poetry and go back to
her roots in order to get to where she is
today. To her, language is the medium
to share our emotions and there is no

need to write about things that are too
intellectual. It does not matter what
you write as long as you write what you
feel and what you know, she explained.
Ms Chong also feels that her poetry has
common threads about loss, and trying
to recover what was lost was partly
why moving away from Singapore was
instrumental in her learning how to write. To
this effect, she quotes Boey Kim Cheng’s
‘Between Stations’ when describing
herself as existing in his concept of “liminal
space” due to her migration to Australia.
On the technical process of writing, she
shared that many forget that writing is
manual labour. Each of her poems has
been through at least twenty drafts.
Her poems come from many different
sources - an idea, a memory or even a
sound. To her it is more a matter of trying
to ﬁnd the right form to ﬁt the content
than the other way round. ‘Like trying
to catch a black cat in the dark’, she
quipped. She ﬁnds that each poem is like
a puzzle to solve, and at times it is very
intuitive. She does not claim to know
where her ideas come from but she does
know where they are heading, and to
her, that is enough. Most important of
all, she believes that a writer must have
discipline. If you want to be a writer,
she said, “you must keep writing”.
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When asked about the state of the Arts
Scene in Singapore, Ms Chong believes
it is alive and ﬂourishing. However she
believes the problem is that people are
lazy and want the arts to go to them
though we should be the ones going to
seek it out. Put your money where your
mouth is, she challenged, do one artsrelated event within the next month, then
consider how that time was much better
spent than it would have been at the mall
or cinema. We may not like everything but
we have to keep trying. She ﬁnally ended
the session by encouraging all Saints to
continue our involvement with the arts,
starting with going to our school library.
It was a very rewarding time that we
spent listening to Ms Chong and we
hope that it will not be too long before
we see new work from her.
All the best Ms Chong, and from us here
at SAJC, God bless!
By Shavonne Chin (13A06)

SAINTS ADVOCATE

REFLECTIONS ON COMMUNITY
BUILDER WEEK
T

he preparation for Community Builder Week (CBW) started during a very busy season
in Term 2 and involved massive planning in its initial stages. We encountered many
seemingly insurmountable challenges in coming up with suitable activities for the event,
but these were fortunately overcome after we divided ourselves into different sub-groups,
as we looked on our specialised roles with more focus and efﬁciency.
The challenges we encountered in the planning stages honed in each member, including
myself, the ability to be more ﬂexible and receptive to changes. When one of our major
activities –getting Saints to help in food delivery – was scrapped, the task force had to
quickly think up new activities and prepare for them. Thankfully, our collective brainstorming
yielded the idea of an original and hugely well-received activity, Smiles Go for Miles. The
aim of Smiles Go for Miles was to spread kind acts amongst the students and to teach them
about the needs of the less privileged in the wider community. Folded paper roses with
notes of encouragement that were dispatched to the student body brought about an
atmosphere of cheer; post-it notes on the different needs of the less privileged that were
placed strategically around the school roused much interest and curiosity. Many Saints
shared how they became aware of the different issues surrounding autism, physical disability
and social disempowerment through the bite-sized information that were memorably
presented to them.
Saints Advocate hopes that through CBW, Saints will be encouraged to brighten the days
of others, and become more socially aware of the challenges that confront others’ lives.
We hope that CBW will launch a permanent culture of kindness and empathy amongst the
students in the College.
By Esther Soh (12A06)
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SAINTS ADVOCATE

PROJECT ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 2013

BEHIND THE SCENES

Project Acknowledgement is a yearly project organised by Saints Advocate.
It was held from 16 August to 5 September this year, with the aim of showing
appreciation to our non-teaching staff and encouraging Saints to practise the
values of gratitude and thanksgiving in their lives.
This year’s theme of ‘Behind the Scenes’ emphasises the signiﬁcant
contributions of our non-teaching staff, whose work has often gone unnoticed
in the hustle and bustle of daily life.
Saints were able to interact and know more about the non-teaching staff
through photo-taking sessions, where they expressed their appreciation
through notes of appreciation and ﬂowers.
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Whoever interacts,

finds inspiration

W

henever the three letters, C-I-P, came to mind, a sense of
disinterest would overwhelm me. Community Involvement
Programme (CIP) usually entailed us rendering some sort of
service and performing to the target audience. Regardless of
which school you are in, it is either singing songs at an old folk’s
home or bringing orphaned children out to play. We all had fun
and everyone went away pleased and satisﬁed that they had
‘helped’ those in need, but what is the meaning of doing all
these? So, when I heard of this year’s theme for Service Learning
Day (SL Day), I assumed it was merely another advertising bid
to get the cohort excited. The words ‘interact’ and ‘inspiration’
just did not seem to go along with Service Learning.
As the Service Learning Representative for my class, I saw the
efforts behind the scenes, and I decided to have an open
mind towards CIP. I have to say, MY Big Sweep 2013 completely
changed my perception. Being one of the few in my class who
could converse in Chinese, I was assigned to interact with my
class’ beneﬁciary, an elderly woman who spends most of a
time caring for her equally elderly dog. Initially, I felt awkward. I
did not know what to ask. What if I asked the wrong questions?
Together with my teacher, we started talking about her dog. As
she warmed up to us, she began sharing with us snippets of her

life. The way her face lit up each time she mentioned her friends
or her exciting weeks ﬁlled with karaoke mornings and bingo
afternoons, was indeed heart-warming to see. She even did
volunteer work! It was an honour to be able to meet someone
so independent, with a zest for life and the community.
That’s not all. SL Day 2013 was held in conjunction with the
National Day Celebration. The melodious performance put up
by Chinese Orchestra, coupled with the cameo by Leonard
Lim, SAJC’s ‘superstar’, as well as the songs performed by
the Saints Advocates band, set the celebratory mood in the
Cultural Centre. What was more, the drama between the
concert segments heated up the atmosphere, particularly the
adorable ‘love at ﬁrst sight’ moment for lead characters ‘Justin’
and Jessica. Closing the concert was a video compiling clips
from earlier during SL Day, for us to enjoy the fruits of our labour.
As we look back at the fun, even silly, time we had that day,
we are gratiﬁed that we did our best to reach out to our
beneﬁciaries and to make their homes in a better condition
to live in. Perhaps they helped us more than we helped them,
because ‘whoever interacts, ﬁnds inspiration’.
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By Mildred Moh 13A08

Environment Club 2013
2

013 marked an exciting year of
different milestones and events for
the SAJC’s Environment Club.

To ensure that students were armed
with the requisite knowledge to create
a greener environment, starting with our
very own College, the Environment Club
had the privilege of inviting many special
guests to share their expertise and
experiences. Mr Peter Goh, Managing
Director of Chloros Solutions, shared a
number of helpful and practical ways
we can cut down on energy wastage
– saving the earth and our pockets!
Students were tasked to examine the
College’s energy consumption level and
creatively devise methods to reduce it.

Another memorable workshop was
one conducted by Ms Kathy Xu, the
Education Liaison Ofﬁcer of Sharks
Saver Singapore. Ms Xu shared many
illuminating insights on protecting the
different species of sharks, which were
in danger of becoming extinct due to
careless and unethical human activities.
Members who went for the talk felt
challenged to take more active steps
towards the conservation of wildlife
that make up the brilliant diversity of the
world.

The Envionment Club also continued
its myriad green initiatives throughout
the year. We seized the opportunity to
educate the public on the importance
page 10

of water and ways to save water on the
Public Utilities Board’s (PUB) World Water
Day on 16 March. We also sent different
groups of students to pick up litter
along the Kallang River to minimise the
impact of pollution in our community. In
addition, we continued our involvement
in tree-planting. The Club planted two
trees, including a mangosteen tree, on
the college grounds. We hope that these
trees, a symbol of our environmental
efforts, will bear much fruit in the College.
By Karenza Anne Mosquera (13S24)

Project Work Learning Journey to

Gardens by the Bay
T

he Project Work Department embarked on a learning
journey to the Gardens by the Bay on 7 June with the
aim of advancing creative thinking skills amongst the
Supervising Tutors.
The Learning Journey provided a platform for tutors to be
immersed in an environment of innovative and inspiring
ideas, through the visit to the two Conservatories at
the Gardens. We were exposed to the many innovations
that transformed an unused plot of reclaimed land into a
lush garden within a city – the nation’s famous green lungs
within a largely urban landscape. There, we witnessed the
green approach to providing energy for the day-to-day
running of the Gardens, as well as the creative methods
undertaken to create individual micro-environments that
allow the thousands of plant species from around the world
to ﬂourish. One interesting technique we saw was how the
micro-environment was kept at a low temperature to trick
the plants to blooming 24 hours a day.
The tutors were encouraged to capitalise on the
stimulating and inventive setting to develop new strategies
that would steer and shape student thinking. By observing
how innovative thinking takes place in a challenging
real-life context, which involves a careful study of natural
surroundings and drawing inspiration from the natural
world, tutors were given new insight into how to encourage
students to generate fresh ideas so as to better address
the needs of their projects. More importantly, pushing
the students’ boundaries in generating ideas would go a
long way in instilling holistic thinking amongst the students.
More importantly, pushing the students’ boundaries in
generating ideas would go a long way in instilling holistic
thinking amongst the students, a key emphasis in the
College.
By Mr Jonathan Yoong
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The SAJC’s
Parent Support Group
A

s the school term draws to a close, the SAJC’s Parent Support Group (PSG) has seen
our children immersed in different aspects of College life from the rigorous hours
of exam preparation to the meticulous layers of university application. Throughout
the various seasons of the school year, it was heartening to witness different members
of the Saints family, from the College administration to the PSG, coming together to
support our Saints in every way, ensuring that they grow up to be creative, conﬁdent
and caring leaders of tomorrow.
In the last few months, PSG has involved itself actively in different College projects,
most notably the Learning Festival, the Night Study Programme and Teacher’s Day
Store, in order to show our support for the school in tangible and intangible ways.
Distinguished speakers were invited for Learning Festival to share with the students
their thoughts on environmental sustainability, in an effort to bring the real world into
the classroom. Their practical sharing about rainforests and its relation to our daily
lives as well as how to make compost from our kitchen waste provided simple, yet
eye-opening insights to the students.
As the students stayed back in school for extra hours of study and revision during the
evenings of the Night Study Programme, the PSG took the initiative to provide a wide
array of food and snacks for them – our way of sending them moral support as they
strive unﬂinchingly to excel. For the College’s Teacher’s Day celebrations, we set up a
store selling different gifts and tokens at very low prices, to allow the students to show
their appreciation for their tutors’ dedicated efforts.
We would like to thank some of our parents for sponsoring the gifts and snacks, for it
is in these gestures that we show our care for our Saints and spur them ever onwards.
Up and on!
By Mr James Chong
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othello WORKSHOP
One Wednesday afternoon in April, JC1
& JC2 Saints gathered in the Reading
Room for a drama workshop on Othello.
One of Shakespeare’s most famous
works, the play is also one of the studied
texts for the H2 Literature students. We
were also going to be watching the
Theatre-in-the Park production of Othello
in May and this workshop was a prelude.
Simon Purse, an experienced theatre
director and actor also working with
the Singapore Repertory Theatre, was
the instructor for this workshop. His ﬁrst
jaw dropping instruction was that there
was to be no paper or pens, and the
atmosphere quickly livened up with an
ice-breaker game of “Zip Zap Boing”, a
common game with actors. In no time,
students were enthusiastically engaging
with each other. Simon shared that he
used this game in casting, for what kind
of actor a person is would be reﬂected
by how they played this game.
Next, he demonstrated how the
language in the actors’ lines would
affect how characters were portrayed,
as Shakespeare’s use of English extended
beyond the literal meaning of words.

To put things into context, he introduced
the students to a cue roll: a long,
continuous roll of paper on which
only the lines and cues for a speciﬁc
actor were written, meant to prevent
rival theatre houses from plagiarising
work. While it made understanding
the character a lot more difﬁcult, since
plays were usually staged with no prior
rehearsals, Shakespeare circumvented
these problems through cues for how an
actor was to express a character. There
was no difﬁculty in procuring a volunteer
to help with the demonstration that
followed. She was instructed to read the
lines, from “Romeo and Juliet”, aloud.
Simon pointed out how certain vowel
and consonant sounds would result in the
actor having different facial expressions.
In this particular scene, for instance,
where the Friar offers Juliet the sleeping
potion, the lines contain many words
which would cause him to smile. Without
knowledge of the full plot, smiling while
delivering these lines would generally
be thought of as problematic, as the
Friar is giving another individual poison.
However, here Shakespeare informs the
actor he is to smile, (by providing clues
within the lines) to heighten the tragedy
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because the Friar is ignorant of the poison
and thinks he is helping the lovers.
Further demonstrations from the last act
of “Romeo and Juliet” pushed this lesson
home, as more volunteers showed how
Shakespeare’s use of “here” and “there”
in the cue rolls indicated to the actors
coming onstage where they ought to
situate themselves in relation to the dead
protagonists.
A character’s mannerisms could be
suggested to an actor from the language
used. From Othello, Simon showed how
the use of the more casual “thee” and
“thou”, instead of the more formal “you”,
indicated to actors that the interaction
between Desdemona and Cassio should
be played more intimately and familiarly
than usual.
With that last demonstration, a truly
edifying afternoon was passed. We
left with a deeper understanding
and appreciation of the subtleties of
language used by Shakespeare and his
contemporaries.
By Diana Lu Sze Min (12A06)

Shakespeare in the Park

othello
On a Friday evening in May, the 191 JC1 and JC2 Literature students
of St Andrew’s Junior College watched Singapore Repertory
Theatre’s annual Shakespeare-in-the-Park production. It has become
something of a tradition for SAJC Literature students to watch this
as a group, and this year saw the largest turnout since the practice
started four years ago.
This year, the production was one of our Paper 3 texts – Othello. While
H2 students study this, watching the play was not just for the fact that
it was an examination topic for us. Instead, it was a time for bonding
with our classmates and teachers, aided by the food and drinks the
classes brought as we enjoyed the performance. The atmosphere
was ﬁlled with anticipation; we did not know how the play would be
staged, nor if it would match our expectations. As we were to learn, it
would be a totally different experience from reading the text, as this
production was a modern adaption of Shakespeare’s work.
We were surprised by this at ﬁrst, but it was an interesting and enriching
performance. It helped some of us understand the plot a little better,
and while the play overall did not dwell in the same way on the issues
which we focus on in class, the staging and the actors’ skills impressed
us. We were captivated by how convincing the actors were in playing
their roles and how well they delivered their lines, never losing the
emotion even though they often had to perform long monologues or
soliloquies. It was a true indication of their dedication. Watching the
play also made some of us more aware of plot details, and helped us
remember the play a little better.
In the end, we went home feeling physically tired but emotionally
uplifted since we got to spend quality time with our College-mates,
and learning from watching a play instead of just reading it.
By Joslyn Lim Jie Ling (13A01)

An Interview with

Prithvi Gundlapalli

(class 12S18)

2013 has been a memorable year with Saints scaling new heights in various ﬁelds, be it CCAs or in academics. While
celebrating our collective success, we also cheer for Saints who have excellent individual achievements. Prithvi Gundlapalli
has done SAJC proud this year for clinching the Gold Award in the category of Chemistry with his project titled Nanostructured
Co3O4, CoO and CoN as High Capacity and Long Life Anodes for Li-ion Batteries at the Singapore Science and Engineering
Fair (SSEF). He received a vouchers worth of $400. Prithvi was selected for the Intel International Science and Engineering Fair
(ISEF), the world’s largest pre-college science fair held in Phoenix, Arizona, United States of America. There, he won a Special
Award and received a First Award cash prize US$4,000 from the American Chemical Society. He also received the Second
Award in the category of Chemistry, which came with a cash prize of USD1,500. Amidst the busy period of preparing for his
Preliminary Examinations, Prithvi was willing to have an interview with us, to share more about his success.

Q: What is the gist of your project?
A: With the guidance from my mentor, I decided to work on Cobalt
compounds for my batteries. As I read all the past research papers on this
topic, it seemed that most Cobalt-type compounds gave fairly good results.
However previous researchers had been using very complicated methods to
synthesise these seemingly simple compounds. I wanted to simplify these
methods and came up with my own synthesis process, and I also made
some tweaks to get the best possible results. Besides the lower unit cost,
this method produces a batteries which have capacities that are triple that
of the batteries that you’re using right now and interestingly, the capacities
increase over time. I gave the batteries the best chance of succeeding and
their performance was better than predicted. In layman terms, this means
that your phone’s battery could last thrice as long.
Q: What were some of the difﬁculties that you encountered
when you were working on this project?
A: (laugh) There were innumerable problems I faced during the course of
this project. The ﬁrst problem was that of synthesising the three Cobalt
compounds (Prithvi made three diﬀerent batteries, using three diﬀerent
Cobalt compounds). It was a prolonged chain of repeated try-and-error
experiments. Sometimes I mix the reactants and put them in the furnace
and expect a reaction but nothing happened, or too much happened and
I did not get what I want. The second problem I faced was the very few
number of researchers working in this specialised ﬁeld of battery research.
Normally when you come across a complex concept, the ﬁrst thing you do
is to go online and look for it. However, due to the distinctive nature of my
project, there are very few research papers available online that are simple
enough to understand.

Q: How did you feel when you knew about your success?
A: I was actually quite disappointed the ﬁrst time I looked at my results,
because I was so sure that it was not possible for my batteries’ capacities
to increase over time. Since previous researchers obtained diﬀerent results,
I thought I might have done something fatally wrong during the procedures
and might have had to redo the entire two-month long experiments. In the
end, despite using much simpler methods of synthesising the compounds,
my results had turned out to be much better than the complicated methods
used by previous researchers, which was rather unexpected. Some may
attribute my success to luck, but it was not merely luck. I gave my project
the best chance of succeeding through weeks of trial and error during the
synthesis process and the batteries outperformed. Luck was important
though. All research involves some amount of luck anyway.
Q: What were some of your experiences when you represented
Singapore in the ISEF in the US?
A: It was deﬁnitely an honor for me to participate in such a large-scale and
prestigious science fair. My project was assessed by 15 judges who would
each come at any time from 9am to 5pm. They consisted of Professors
and PhDs. I am glad that I received positive and promising comments from
them.
Q: Do you have any future plans, like your course in the
university and after university?
A: I want to specialise in Applied Physics, speciﬁcally Quantum Physics,
Quantum Computing and Quantum Information.
Q: Do you have any advice for your juniors who are interested
in pursuing their passions, be it sciences or art subjects?
A: I would encourage my juniors to explore and discover their passions,
because personally, I think passion is probably one of the most important
things in anyone’s life. Passion gives a person inspiration to invest his time
and eﬀorts in something and it also sustains that interest. My passion
is a fairly academic one, which is quite a fortunate thing because I get
opportunities to pursue my passion through the school itself. For those
who are more inclined to arts, it is a similar case. If the individual is strongly
driven by his passion, he should be driven to go to any length to pursue his
passion.
By Nguyen Thuy Anh (13S18)
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Q: How did you get to know about this project? What has
motivated you to conduct research on this subject?
A: My project was part of the modules oﬀered under the Science Research
Programme organised by the National University of Singapore (NUS).
My interest has always been in the Sciences but I have never been given
a chance to conduct any formal research at an institution. Among all
the research projects oﬀered, I was captivated by the one pertaining to
batteries. Electricity consists of a ﬂow of electrons, and they are always
moving, but batteries can somehow take these moving things and store
them. I used to understand only how circuits work, but not the battery,
which caused much annoyance and provoked me to take up this project.
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